The purpose of this study was to investigate whether information about the acceleration characteristics of a moving target can be used for both action and perception. Also of interest was whether prior movement experience altered perceptual judgements. Participants manually intercepted targets moving with various acceleration, velocity and movement time characteristics. They also made perceptual judgements about the acceleration characteristics of these targets either with or without prior manual interception experience. Results showed that while aiming kinematics were sensitive to the acceleration characteristics of the target, participants were only able to perceptually discriminate the velocity characteristics of target motion, even after performing interceptive actions to the same targets. These results are discussed in terms of a two channel (action-perception) model of visuomotor control. Ó
Introduction
A seemingly simple manual act such as catching a ball as it flies through the air consists of many complex processes. The central nervous system has to determine how fast the ball is travelling, and when and where to move the hand for successful interception. What type of information about the target motion must be retrieved by the visuomotor system to perform this act? Not only information about target velocity, but also its rate of change is necessary for the precise control of motor acts aimed at moving targets. However, very often the motion characteristics of a moving target cannot be perceived consciously by the actors. That is, while the ball may not perceptually appear to decelerate during its trajectory, the motor system appears to be able to respond to this deceleration. The question that stems from this example is whether the dynamic visual information inherent in target motion is processed differently when its purpose is a motor act versus a perceptual one.
There exists behavioural evidence that dissociations exist between how perceptual information is used for action and perception (Milner & Goodale, 1998) . Pictorial illusions can be used to induce systematic, erroneous perceptions of object size, however these illusions have shown little influence on the grasp preshape characteristics of prehension (e.g., Aglioti, DeSouza, & Goodale, 1995; Daprati & Gentilucci, 1997; Haffenden & Goodale, 1998) . Brenner and Smeets (1996) investigated the effect of a pictorial illusion of object size on prehension and also showed that grasp preshaping was not affected by the illusory size of an object, however an estimate of the vertically oriented load force showed effects of the visual illusion. They concluded that the control of some aspects of prehension is sensitive to the same types of pictorial illusions that affect the perceptual system. In another study Smeets and Brenner (1995) showed that the illusory effects caused by background motion influenced the perceived velocity of a moving target. However, neither the perceived position of the moving target, nor the trajectory of the interception movement was affected by the illusory background motion. It is not clear precisely under what circumstances dissociations can be observed between action and perception.
The consensus in the psychophysical literature is that target acceleration cannot be directly perceived from target motion (Regan, Kaufman, & Lincoln, 1986) . Instead, it is argued that the acceleration of a target is computed indirectly from two target velocities acquired Vision Research 42 (2002) [1465] [1466] [1467] [1468] [1469] [1470] [1471] [1472] [1473] www.elsevier.com/locate/visres across a specific length of time (Babler & Dannemiller, 1993; Gottsdanker, 1952; Werkhoven, Snippe, & Toet, 1992) . It has also been proposed that humans are sensitive to specific acceleration thresholds. Two targets with the same accelerations will be perceived as having different accelerations depending on their respective velocities. Calderone and Kaiser (1989) characterised perceptually detectable acceleration in terms of an overall change in velocity, where acceleration threshold was equal to the final target velocity minus the initial target velocity, all divided by the average target velocity. Based on this formula, acceleration is more difficult to detect with a small threshold value and easier with a large one, independent of the actual target acceleration. For hand movements, a very tight relationship between target velocity and hand velocity has been observed for the interception of moving targets (Carnahan & McFadyen, 1996; Peper, Bootsma, Mestre, & Bakker, 1994; van Donkelaar, Lee, & Gellman, 1992) . However, the ability of the visuomotor system to use acceleration information to facilitate manual movements is much less clear. Port, Dassonville, and Georgopoulos (1997) examined the manual interception of targets moving on a computer screen with different velocity profiles and movement durations, where the interception zone was defined and visible to the participants at all times. The targets could move either with constant acceleration, deceleration or velocity. The initiation times and temporal error between hand and target arrival times were measured. Using statistical modeling techniques three models were fit to the data in order to investigate which target motion characteristics were used to initiate the manual interception movements ). The first model was the threshold-distance (reactive) model, comprised of two temporal components; a fixed computation time and variable threshold distance time (Collewijin, 1972) . The second model that was tested was the tau (predictive) model proposed by Lee (1976) . This model uses first order estimation of time to contact in order to determine when to initiate manual interception movements. The third model tested was a dual strategy model, which allows for the use of either of the two previous models. It was found that the dual strategy was highly preferred by the participants. Furthermore, participants preferred to use either the reactive or predictive models depending on target movement times. For long movement times the choice of interception movement initiation strategy was variable, however at shorter movement times (corresponding to target speeds of 0.5 to 0.8 m/s) most participants consistently preferred the threshold distance strategy (reactive). Furthermore, it was found that on 59% of trials, participants did not arrive at the target zone on time with the target, suggesting that the target velocity profile (acceleration/ deceleration) was not taken into account during interception .
In a companion paper, Lee, Port, and Georgopoulos (1997) analysed the on-line control of interception movements. The same procedures were used as in the Port et al. (1997) study, however for this data set the kinematics of the movement were examined. The main findings indicated that the manual interception velocity profiles towards targets moving with short movement times had single peaked bell shapes. On the contrary, interception movements towards targets with long movement times showed velocity profiles with multiple peaks. This was interpreted to suggest that the on-line control of manual interception is based on producing discrete corrective submovements. Again, two hypothesis for the control of submovement amplitude were compared. The first based on the tau model (Lee, 1976) , where the desired hand location was determined by the time to target arrival at the final destination. According to the tau model the submovement amplitude should be directly proportional to the target position and inversely proportional to its velocity (i.e., distance to velocity ratio) at submovement initiation. The position-control hypothesis proposed that submovement amplitude is determined by the estimated target position at the offset of each submovement. Results of statistical modeling procedures showed that the position control hypothesis best explained the observed submovement amplitudes. The effects of target acceleration on the submovement generation was also analysed and it was concluded that, ''submovements were affected by target acceleration in a systematic manner, but not enough to fully compensate for the effects of target acceleration'' (Lee et al., 1997, p. 431) .
Thus, based on the finding that 59% of interception movements did not arrive in the interception zone on time with the arrival of the target , as well as the fact that target acceleration was not fully used to specify submovement amplitude, it was concluded that humans are not good at using target acceleration information to produce manual interception movements. However, both of the sources of evidence against the use of target acceleration information were based on the examination of the entire trajectory of the interception movement. That is, the on-line control of movement was acceleration insensitive, which was evidenced by the high temporal errors. However, it is possible that in order to minimize the initial error between hand and target trajectories (i.e., before engaging in on-line control), the initial impulse (ballistic phase) of the interception movement might be acceleration sensitive. In order to investigate this possibility, a paradigm similar to that of Port et al. (1997) was employed in the present study. Manual interception movements were made towards targets moving on a computer screen with different accelerations and movement times. It was hypothesized that the initial, ballistic phase of the movement would be sensitive to target acceleration in order to minimize the error, before the participant began engaging in the feedback dependent corrective phase. This should be demonstrated by a direct influence of acceleration on the kinematic and temporal characteristics associated with the ballistic phase, such as hand velocity early in the movement. Furthermore, in agreement with Port et al. (1997) and Lee et al. (1997) it was hypothesized that the hand kinematic variables associated with on-line control of movement should not be affected by target acceleration.
Based on the empirical results from the psychophysical domain, and in conjunction with anatomical knowledge about the ventral and dorsal streams, there were several hypotheses regarding the acceleration detection in these two streams. It was hypothesised that participants will be sensitive to target acceleration, rather than threshold values, when manually intercepting moving targets. Thus, the temporal and kinematic characteristics of the interception will vary as a function of the true target acceleration. It was also hypothesised that the verbal estimation of the acceleration will be related to the threshold values, rather than the actual target accelerations (Calderone & Kaiser, 1989) . Lastly, it was hypothesised that prior exposure on a motor task would influence performance on the perceptual task, if these two tasks share any common processes.
Methods

Participants
Twenty-four right-handed undergraduates participated in this study (mean age 19.8 years, range 19-21 years). Twelve participants were tested in a manual interception condition followed by a verbal estimation of acceleration magnitude perceptual task (post-action group). Twelve different participants were tested in the verbal estimation of acceleration magnitude only (perception group). The experiment was conducted with the understanding and consent of all participants and was approved by the University of Waterloo Office of Human Research.
Apparatus
The experiment was performed using a Summasketch II graphics tablet and a mouse assembly positioned at 90°to the computer screen (29 Â 42 cm 2 ). A circular target (radius 3 mm) was located at the top of the computer screen. The target moved 11 cm down the screen in a straight line toward a 5 mm target zone, which was visible throughout the experimental session and was located in the middle of the screen. A similar circle as the target (the participant cursor) was located at the bottom of the computer screen (11 cm below the target zone) and was controlled by the movements of the computer mouse on a graphics tablet by the participant. There was a one to one ratio between the movements of the mouse and the participant cursor on the screen. Position of the mouse on the graphics tablet was recorded with a precision of less than 1 mm, and data were sampled at 117 Hz and filtered at 10 Hz with a dual pass Butterworth filter.
Procedures
Manual interception. The participants were seated in front of the computer screen, graphics tablet and mouse. Using the right hand, the participants' task was to move their cursor into the target zone and stop their movement simultaneous with the arrival of the target. The only constraint was that the participant could not start the cursor moving before the target started moving.
The acceleration of the target was always positive, and the velocity characteristics of the target were manipulated such that the various targets had either the same initial velocity, terminal velocity, or the same average velocity (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 for a more detailed description of the target trajectories). Also, the accelerating thresholds of the targets were varied according to the It can be seen that the targets movement times varied since the distance was constant and the acceleration and velocity conditions varied and that the magnitude of the acceleration and threshold values did not vary in the same way.
equation used by Calderone and Kaiser (1989) . That is, the threshold value was defined as the final target velocity minus the initial target velocity, all divided by the average target velocity. Because the targets had different acceleration profiles and moved the same distance, their movement times differed. Thus, there were nine target movement conditions, each consisting of 10 trials presented randomly for the total of 90 trials per participant. Before the actual data collection, each participant was given 18 practice trials in a random order that included two exposures for each of the experimental conditions. Verbal estimation. There were two separate verbal estimation groups (post-action and perception). The procedures for both groups were identical, with the only difference between the groups being a prior exposure to the manual interception task for the post-action group. After the completion of the interception task, participants in the post-action group took a five minute break, when a short explanation of the difference between a target's velocity and a target's acceleration was provided. For the perception group, prior to testing the identical explanation was provided.
The same target velocity profiles used for the interception task were presented in the verbal estimation phase of the study. Participants were asked to observe the target moving from the top of the screen towards the target zone. As soon as the target reached the target zone, participants were asked to give a verbal magnitude estimation of the target's acceleration. The participants were allowed to chose their own magnitude estimation scale, thus no criterion was provided for them at any time during the testing (Gescheider, 1985) . That is, participants were asked to assign a number to the target acceleration. Successive numbers were assigned to reflect the participant's subjective impression of target acceleration. There was no limit to the range of numbers and participants could use whole numbers, decimals or fractions.
Analysis
Manual interception. The following temporal and kinematic dependent measures were identified: initiation time, defined as time from the onset of the target motion to the onset of the participant's hand motion; movement time, defined as the time between the onset of reaching to the end of the movement; temporal error, defined as the time difference between the arrival of the target and the participant into the target zone (i.e., positive temporal error denoted being late); hand velocity at 103 ms (12 frames); peak hand velocity, or the greatest hand velocity during the reach phase; and time to peak velocity, which is the time from the onset of the hand movement to the occurrence of peak velocity.
Each of the temporal and kinematic variables acquired during the manual interception (action) and the verbal estimation of acceleration (perception) was subjected to multiple regression analysis. For the manual interception analysis the predictor variables used in the model were: subject (S), target movement time (MT), initial target velocity (IV), final target velocity (FV), target acceleration (A), target threshold value (T). The general model used was; Y ¼ l þ R i b i X i þ n, where R i b i X i were predictor variables included in the linear regression procedure (X ¼ S, MT, A, T, IV, FV), where elements from X were dropped during the analysis, n was the random error not accounted by the model, and Y is the dependent variable. For each dependent variable three models were analysed. Model 1 included all predictor variables, model 2 was the most parsimonious model selected based on step-wise selection (p ¼ 0:5 for entry and stay criteria) and CP procedure, which is a statistic used to determine how many variables should be used in the regression model (Daniel & Wood, 1980) . Panel B shows targets that ended with the same velocity and Panel C shows targets that had a common average velocity. For all three velocity conditions the common velocity was 100 mm/s.
Model 3 was the same model as model 2, however the acceleration (A) term was removed from it (or added if it was not present in model 2). The comparison of model 2 and model 3 allowed for an assessment of the whether the amount of explained variance due to the inclusion of the acceleration term (A) was statistically significant. Significant differences between models 2 and 3 (p < 0:001) were interpreted as indicating that acceleration significantly increased the amount of variance explained by the model.
Verbal estimation. Because some of the estimations made by the participants were zero (no acceleration), in order to perform the log transformation (necessary to run the inferential statistics) a constant value of 10 was added to the magnitude estimation values before calculating the average, followed by the antiloging of these values (Gescheider, 1985) . Multiple regression analysis was then performed on the magnitude estimations. For the verbal estimations the predictor variables were the same as for the manual interception (S, MT, IV, FV, A, T) however an additional variable (group; GR) was added to check for the differences between the post-action and perception groups.
In order to determine the specific effects of the true target accelerations on perception, linear regressions were performed on the log of the estimated acceleration values and the log of the acceleration values of the targets, for each participant. A Z-transform was run on the Pearson R values and a t-test was conducted that compared the post-action and the perception groups in the various acceleration conditions.
Results
Manual interception. The specific variables that were significantly influencing the interception characteristics are presented in Table 2 . Mean values for each of the Table 2 Each of the dependent variables during manual interception (action) and verbal estimation of acceleration value (perception) was subjected to multiple regression analysis The general model used was; Y ¼ l þ bx þ n, where bx consisted of the dependent variables selected through the linear regression procedure and n was the random error not accounted by the model. For the manual interception analysis the predictor variables used in the model were: subject (S), target movement time (MT), initial velocity (IV), final (FV) velocity, acceleration (A), and threshold value (T). For the verbal estimations the predictor variables were the same as for the manual interception, however an additional variable was added (Gr) to check for the differences between post-action and perception groups. For each dependent variable three models were analysed. M1--included all predictor variables, M2--most parsimonious model selected based on step-wise selection (p ¼ 0:5 for entry and stay criteria) and CP procedure, which is a statistic used to determine how many variables should be used in the regression model (Daniel & Wood, 1980) . M3--same model as M2, however the acceleration (A) term was removed or added to it. The comparison of M2 and M3 allowed for determination of the significance in the amount of explained variance due to the inclusion of acceleration term (A). Significant differences between M2 and M3 at 0.05 are marked by Ã and indicate that acceleration significantly increased amount of variance explained by the model. kinematic and temporal variables are presented in Fig. 2 . The pattern of significant regression values indicates that the hand movement time, hand velocity at approximately 100 ms, and peak hand velocity were all affected by target acceleration. Based on the step-wise selection and Cp procedure the most parsimonious model (model 2) selected by the multiple regression was the one containing the acceleration terms (A). As can be seen in Table 2 , the models with the acceleration term removed were also significant (model 3). However, a comparison of models 2 and 3 showed that retaining the acceleration term in model 2 significantly increased the amount of explained variance. Thus, it was concluded that acceleration was a significant contributor to the hand movement time and velocity.
In order to determine which of the predictor variables contributed the most to hand velocity, the relative weights of the predictor variables were examined. Table  3 shows that the weight for acceleration was smaller 100 ms into the interception movement compared to the moment of hand peak velocity, when acceleration had a larger weighting. In contrast the weighting for initial target velocity decreased as the hand movement progressed. The increasing importance of target acceleration as the hand movement progressed to peak velocity was offset by the decreasing importance of initial target velocity (based on the relative weights). Also note that at 100 ms there were other variables (target movement time and threshold value) that contributed to the explained variance in hand velocity. The temporal measures were not sensitive to target acceleration (i.e., initiation time, time to peak velocity and temporal error). For example, when the initiation time was analysed, the step-wise selection and Cp procedure selected a model containing variables S and IV as the most parsimonious model, that best predicted hand initiation time (model 2). However, as seen in Table 2 , model 3 containing three predictor variables (S, IV, A) was also significant. A comparison of models 2 and 3 showed that the two models did not differ significantly from each other. Thus, adding the acceleration term to model 2 did not significantly increase the amount of explained variance. This suggests that target acceleration was a weak contributor to the observed initiation time. Similar conclusions can be reached about the influence of target acceleration on time to peak hand velocity and temporal error.
Verbal estimation. The multiple regression analysis showed that for both perception groups (post-action and perception only) the threshold values (T) and the initial velocity (IV) conditions were the best predictors of the magnitude estimations. As seen in Table 2 , the most parsimonious model (model 2) selected by the stepwise selection and Cp procedure was the one containing three predictor variables (Gr, IV, T). When the group (Gr) term was removed from the model (model 3) it did not significantly alter the amount of explained variance. Thus it was concluded that there were no differences between the post-action and perception only groups.
In order to assess the effect of true target acceleration on the perception of acceleration, for each participant a linear regression was performed between the log of acceleration and log of the perceptual magnitude estimation values. As seen in Table 4 , for most participants, the results of the linear regression between the log of the perceptual magnitude estimation score and the log of the actual acceleration of the target were positively related, however, the R values were low. This indicated that the participants were not good at estimating the real value of target acceleration. Furthermore, the t-test of the Z-scores showed that the post-action and perception groups did not differ significantly from each other on the magnitude estimation task, tð22Þ ¼ 0:533, p > 0:01, which confirmed the results of the multiple regression analysis.
Discussion
The aim of this experiment was to investigate the sensitivity of the perceptual and motor systems to visual target acceleration information, when the task involved either the verbal estimation of acceleration, or the manual interception of an accelerating target. Also of interest was whether prior exposure to the motor act would influence perceptual performance.
From the analysis of the manual interception, two basic motor control characteristics emerged as they pertain to the detection of target acceleration. First, target acceleration information influenced the hand movement time, the hand velocity at 100 ms, and peak hand velocity. Similar to the anticipatory models that have been proposed for the control of grip force (Johansson & Cole, 1994) , in the present experiment, the anticipatory model of target trajectory that directed the initial phase of the movement (up to peak velocity) was based on the initial target velocity and acceleration. However, interception initiation time, time to peak velocity and temporal error were not substantially Table 3 The weights and associated probability levels are shown for each predictor variable (MT--target movement time, IV--initial target velocity, T--threshold, A--target acceleration) for the models describing hand velocity 100 ms into the movement, and at the moment of peak hand velocity The stronger the weight assigned to the predictor variable in the model, the more important this variable is in explaining the variance in the observed data. Note that as the interception movement unfolds towards the peak velocity, the acceleration term becomes more important in the model, and the importance of initial target velocity becomes less important. influenced by target acceleration. Thus, it was hypothesised that this final phase of hand movement relied on a complex on-line visual feedback process. Such control is associated with long delays and thus could be highly inefficient for controlling the initial phase of the interception task (Paulignan, MacKenzie, Marteniuk, & Jeannerod, 1991) . Similar to the findings of Port et al., our temporal error results suggest that target acceleration information was not used by an on-line control mechanism. That is, the temporal errors varied directly with target acceleration, where the hand arrived later to the target zone when intercepting targets moving with higher accelerations. However, in the present study, the regression analysis showed that the initial phase of the interception movement was influenced by both the target acceleration and the initial target velocity. Again, this is in partial agreement with Port et al. (1997) who found that for at least some participants, hand initiation times and velocity characteristics varied as a function of both target acceleration type and target movement time.
Thus, the present results are interpreted as evidence supporting the notion that the initial, ballistic phase of the movement (reflected by the influence of target acceleration on hand velocity at 100 ms) was based on different target motion characteristics than the later, online phase of the movement. It is possible that participants could have been reacting to changes in velocity rather than acceleration; a distinction between these two possibilities is difficult to achieve. That is, participants could have used acceleration information directly. Alternatively, it is possible that participants sample velocity throughout the target trajectory. Or, it is even possible that changes in target position are used when generating interception movements (Smeets & Brenner, 1995) . While the purpose of this study was not to differentiate between these three possibilities, the fact that this issue remains unresolved must be acknowledged. We have shown that the use of acceleration information increases as the movement progresses to peak velocity suggesting that both the higher order variables are important. However, of most interest in the present study is that similar information is not used for both the generation of movement, and the perception of target motion.
The perceptual magnitude estimations were not influenced by target acceleration, but rather by the acceleration threshold value, supporting the views of Calderone and Kaiser (1989) . This suggests that the same visual information regarding target acceleration was dealt with differently by the visual system when the output requirements were motor versus perceptual (Milner & Goodale, 1998) . However, some caution must be used regarding this interpretation because the perceptual judgements were made after viewing the entire target trajectory, and the motor responses began while the target was still moving.
The present experiment also aimed to examine whether the performance on the motor act (i.e., manual interception) would influence the perception of target acceleration. It was found that the experience gained by the participants on the motor task did not influence their performance on the perceptual task. This suggests that separate processes are involved in the two tasks and there is little interaction between these processes. These conclusions are strengthened by the fact that the postaction group had twice as much practice on the task as the perception group.
Conclusion
The present study investigated the ability of participants to perceptually detect and act on visual information about accelerating targets. It was demonstrated that the some characteristics of the hand trajectory were influenced by target acceleration. On the contrary, the perceptual magnitude estimations were not related to the acceleration, but instead they were tuned to acceleration threshold values--a function of the target's initial, final and average velocities. Thus, the processing of target motion is performed in absolute terms when the purpose of this information is a motor act, and in relative terms when the purpose is to perform a perceptual task. Lastly, prior motor experience involving manually intercepting the acceleration targets did not facilitate the perception of accelerations suggesting some independence between perceptual and motor processes.
